
LIFE OF PI ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

Free Essay: TOBI: In his book the â€œLife of Piâ€• by Yann Martell, the author makes multiple references to animal
behavior. Through this project we.

Yann decided to write down Mr. Chiba we get a very clear explanation of the possible allegory. Does Richard
Parker really have any of those traits? The owner also dresses her monkey in human clothes, which is another
example of her anthropomorphizing her pet. Although it is not obvious at first, the large threat of a tiger on
board blends into a symbol of survival for Pi. So, Pi gives the investigators a second story in which he replaces
the animals on the boat with human Research Assertion: Animals are designed to simply exist, while humans
are designed to do much more: to thrive. He invents animals for each survivor of the Tsimtsum. When Pi is
resuced his animal like actions continue: he starts storing his food specifically cookis and bannansas under his
bed sheets. He could have come up with whole Richard Parker story. The animals are on the ship to Canada
with him because the zoo has closed. Life of Pi is not the first novel to look at human beings looking at
animals. The zebra is considered to be strong, as would be a young male sailor. Works Cited Martel, Yann.
Characters float above the ground; life does not end with death. Secondly, Martel more or less actually
cautions against reading the book as an allegory in a number of interviews like this Radio Praha interview ,
and this interview on YouTube. In the wildlife animals kill eachother for the soul purpose of food, and
protecting their territories. The hyena would have represented the unappealing and loud chef, because it too
has these traits. DANI: The Orangutan: Orangutans belong to the great apes specie, they are known for their
intelligence and reddish brown hair. Another scary scene which made me think that Pi had become animallike
was when a large fish landed aboard and pi captured it. This is reffered to in the novel when a bunch of flying
fish land upon the lifeboat, pi is faced with putting the importance of his own survival over his moral
principles. They are currently found in rainforests throughout Asia. Similarl to the Brazilian family, the owner
of the monkey believes her monkey loves doing human activities with her. Text to Self I express
anthropomorphic views almost everyday. Pi faces his ordeal with a prior knowledge of the "surprising living
arrangements" to which animals sometimes come. Yet the narrator's understanding of the ways in which
animals behave - which is the means to his survival - implies shared human-animal characteristics.


